What you need for your Healthcare.gov appointment

You may not need all of these, but bring as many as possible.

- Income for everyone in the household.
  - Examples:
    - Pay stubs from the last 30 days
    - Taxes, if self employed
    - Social Security benefits
    - Unemployment

- Identity information for everyone on the plan.
  - Examples:
    - Social Security numbers
    - Dates of birth
    - Other documents on immigration status

- List of prescriptions and how much you take.
  - Example:
    - 2 mg twice a day

- Names of your doctors and clinics.

- Healthcare.gov login information, if you already have an account.

- If you are losing health insurance, bring a letter with the date it ends.
  - Examples:
    - Letter from your job
    - Letter from the State of WI/BadgerCare Plus
    - COBRA letter